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DISCLAIMER: 

This document has been produced with the financial assistance of the European Union. The content 

of the document is the sole responsibility of the Region of Epirus and can under no circumstances be 

regarded as reflecting the position of the European Union and/or the Interreg ADRION Programme 

authorities. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The purpose of the activity is to analyse destination situation, first at each partner level and 

then for the ADRION area as a whole. The situation analysis involves analysis and understanding 

the environment in which the tourism destination operates. The aim is to assist destination 

managers in identifying key factors that will influence how a destination is developed, marketed 

and managed over time. Understanding our consumer and the wealth of factors that go into 

making a decision about how they spend their discretionally income is key for formulating 

proper strategy and actions. Statistics, facts and figures, surveys, researches has been collected 

and scrutinised, along with tourists profiles, competitive destinations analysis, and tourism 

trends at global level, keeping in mind that statistics can describe the past and attempt to 

predict the future, but the best indication of the future comes from engaging the tourism 

industry, community leaders and influencers. 

 

Instructions by the Activity Leader, Zadar County Development Agency (ZADRA NOVA):  

Based on the market research and analysis of the destination in the context of ADRION 5 SENSES 

project, please fill in the TEMPLATE 1. MARKET RESEARCH, COMPETITION ANALYSIS AND TRENDS 

PER REGION specifically providing the most current data related to the cultural and natural 

resources; analysis of visitors;  structure and types of tourists; analysis of accomodations and 

number of stays; cultural and other offering (products, services, attractions); analysisi of the 

market and competition as well as strategies/policies and global trends.  

Please read the sections carefully and pay attention to the number of signs. This means that in 

some sections, provide analysis and not just listings. You can provide graphics but also please 

no more than two per section (summary of key findings). You may provide links and references 

as well as additional relevant literature to back your analysis and data. Those references will 

be useful in the second phase of the project implementation (strategy and action plan).  
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2. MARKET RESEARCH, COMPETITION ANALYSIS AND TRENDS 

PER REGION 
 

2.1 ANALYSIS OF THE DESTINATION 
 

2.1.1 Geographical and other characteristics of the region  

 

Goriška region, lies on the western part of Slovenia, in the basin of river Soča, between Julian Alps 

and Vipava Valley. It is bordering with Friuli Venezia Giuglia on the west and the central Slovenia 

region on the east. On the south there is Coastal -  Karst region and on the north Gorenjska region.   

Area of Goriška statistical region has 2.326 km2  and it is 4th biggest region in Slovenia. Region has 

119.056 inhabitants (on 1.7. 2009) (approximately 6 % of all inhabitants of Slovenia). The region has 

13th municipalities* which are close connected within four geographic, spatial, historical and 

managerial entities or Sub regions (Upper Posočje *, Idrijsko – Cerkljansko *, Novorgoriška sub region 

and Upper Vipava Valley) 

Goriška statistical region is very heterogeneous in geographic - geological structure, natural, cultural, 

material and immaterial heritage. In comparison with other Slovenian regions the Goriška region has 

most protected sites of natural heritage and more than 47,1 of the whole area is included in Natura 

2000.  

Climate is continental with strong influence of the mediteran, with lots of fall in the Upper Posočje * 

and with Bora wind in the Vipava Valley. Because of the Mountains, hills, and deep narrow valleys is 

the northern part of the region very hard to transit and has bad communications. 

 

The  Goriška region had very important traffic role in the past. It connected eastern and western part 

of the Europe. With the move of the trans-European corridor (railway, road), the importance of the 

region reduced.  The type of railway is single track with no electrical power supply. There are two 

ways of railway. North - Southy way starts in Sežana and  is through Goriška to Jesenice. In Sežana 

and Jesenice are further connections. The east west leg starts in Nova Gorica and is going to  

Ajdovščina. The motorway between Razdrto and Italy is becoming more and more important.  

The transport access with the perspective of the development possibilities of the region in comparison 

with other Slovenian regions is less favourable. Even the motorway is during the winter sometimes 

closed because of the Bora Wind. This cause a lot of damage to local economy. The length of the roads 

network in the region is ca. 7156 km.  

The main road motorway Razdrto -  Vrtojba is mainly use for the traffic from the Italiy to the East.   
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In the Goriska region there are two airports used for sports and turist purposes. Close to the region 

(about 15 km) on the Italian part, it is international Airport of Ronchi, which improves the traffic 

accesibility of the region. 

 

 

 

2.1.2 Demographics – brief description of the demographics situation in the 

region 

 

1.2. Demographics – brief description of the demographics situation in the region  
 
Goriška region had 117.747 inhabitants in 2017 (see table bellow). Number of inhabitants has fallen in 

comparison with the year 2000. The density of settle is less than 51 inhabitants per square km and it 

is the lowest in the state. Share of inhabitants younger than 14 is falling, share of old inhabitants 

(more than 64 years) is rising. The trend is same as in many other European regions. Aging index is 

123%. The anticipated age for new-borns is 77,6 years. 

Municipalities of the Goriška Statistical Region Note: Municipalities marked with * are not included in the ADRION 

5 SENSES project 

 

No.  Municipality  
Area[1] 

(km²)  

Population[2] 

(2017)  

Density 

(Inh./km²)  

1  Ajdovščina  245.2  19,093  77.9  

2  Bovec * 367.3  3,082  8.4  

3  Brda  72.0  5,625  78.1  

4  Cerkno * 131.6  4,602  35.0  

5  Idrija * 293.6  11,800  40.2  

6  Kanal ob Soči  146.5  5,342  36.5  

7  Kobarid * 192.6  4,105  21.3  

8  Miren-Kostanjevica  62.8  4,838  77.0  

9  Nova Gorica  279.5  31,825  113.9  

10  Renče-Vogrsko  29.5  4,365  148.0  

https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Municipality
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gori%C5%A1ka_Statistical_Region#cite_note-geo-1
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gori%C5%A1ka_Statistical_Region#cite_note-stats-2
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ajdov%C5%A1%C4%8Dina
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bovec
https://simple.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Brda&action=edit&redlink=1
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cerkno
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Idrija
https://simple.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Kanal_ob_So%C4%8Di&action=edit&redlink=1
https://simple.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Kobarid&action=edit&redlink=1
https://simple.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Miren-Kostanjevica&action=edit&redlink=1
https://simple.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Nova_Gorica&action=edit&redlink=1
https://simple.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Ren%C4%8De-Vogrsko&action=edit&redlink=1
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11  Šempeter-Vrtojba  14.9  6,244  419.1  

12  Tolmin * 382.3  11,211  29.3  

13  Vipava  107.4  5,615  52.3  

 Total  2,325.2  117,747  50.6  

 
The unemployment rate is 10,5% (average of the 2012). The unemployment rate is one of the lowest 

in the Slovenia. But it is increasing. 

The centre of the region is Nova Gorica, which intends to become the development centre of the 

region. Other smaller sub region centres also have the development role, especially because of the 

geographic barriers and development differences. 

 
 

2.1.3. Economic characteristics  

 

1.3. Economic characteristics (characteristics of the labour market, key economic sectors, main 

sources of revenue – please provide one to two summarized graphic presentations overview in the past 
three – five years) 
(1000 signs excluding graphic presentation) 

 

The bases of the economy of Goriška region represent the large companies with more than 52 % 

employees regarding all active inhabitant of the regions.  Those companies create 56 % of revenues of 

the region.  On the other 94 % of all companies are small companies, 3 % medium companies and 3 % 

large companies. In the 2009 it was 9939 companies in the region with 47.185 employees and 

4.448.113.000 EUR of total revenues. In 2011 the number of companies increased to 10.526 but the 

number of employees fallen to 4561. The total revenues also fallen to 4.028.942.000 EUR. 

Gross domestic product per capita slightly increased  from 16.362  EUR  in 2007 to 16.388 EUR in 2010 

(in current prices).  Gross domestic product fall form 1.962 mio EUR in 2007 to 1.952 mio EUR in 2010. 

The main problems of the economy are small number of innovation, slow development of tourist 

sector, the tourist offer is not well connected, the different institutions are also not cooperating well. 

The reason and also the consequence of this is the flee of the brains from the region. 

 

Key economic sectors are: 

        

TOP 5 economic sectors 

1. Manufacturing 

https://simple.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=%C5%A0empeter-Vrtojba&action=edit&redlink=1
https://simple.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Tolmin&action=edit&redlink=1
https://simple.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Vipava&action=edit&redlink=1
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2. 
Trade, Accomodation, 

Transport 

3. Construction 

4. Real estate activities 

5. 
Professional, technical and 

other business activities 
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2.2 RESOURCE ANALYSIS  
 

2.2.1. Natural Resources 

 

 

In the Goriška region is 59.799 ha of protected areas, of which 48.608 ha National Park Triglav (TNP) 

* (in total park consists of 83.807 ha) and 11.191 ha of Landcsape parks. On the territory of the region 

is also 115.745 ha of Natura 2000, which represents 49,78 % of the total Goriška region. 

 

Note: area of TNPmarkes with with * is not part of the ADRION 5 SENSES project 

 

The Soča River 

The Soča is a river 136 km long that descends quickly from its source in Trenta towards the sea. Its 

typical green-blue colour does not fade away completely even in Friuli, as if it would tell us that its 

heart belongs to the mountains and that is where it reveals itself in all its beauty, childhood liveliness 

and original purity. Already its birth is turbulent and picturesque;  it springs crystal clear from a dark 

karst crevice below Velika Dnina and after a short time it descends in a 15 m high waterfall (the source 

is accessible to visitors along a secured path from the lodge Koča pri izviru Soče), which breaks at the 

steep foot and then continues unbridled along its steep way to the valley. For people who live by the 

Soča, this river has a symbolic meaning - somewhere deep within the human spirit it occupies the 

place of an immortal memorial, representing natural perfection. We can simply write that the Soča is 

beautiful, untouched, pure and perfect in its mountain current. Visitors have to find out the rest by 

themselves from wherever they approach the river, be it by kayak or as  hikers or observers, or even 

with the intention of capturing one of its famous Soča trout; visitors should always bear in mind that 

they are discovering a part of nature which was given to us to protect and which we have managed to 

preserve in almost the same state as it was in ancient times. 

 

Brda 

Brda – a fairy tale landscape, from where the view stretches out to the sea, Friuli and Veneto, a land 

of hills, nested halfway between the Alps and the Adriatic Sea. The abundance of beauties, attractions 

and experiences attracts each and every traveller. Bearing the stamp of the past, today's life in the 

villages and hamlets of Brda has been taking its own pace - tranquil and cheerful, surrounded by family 

and in harmony with visitors. The essence of the Brda region remains the same – pleasure of tasting 

excellent dishes, enticing wine experience and unforgettable socializing moments. 

 

Trnovo Forest 
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The Trnovo Forest and the neighbouring Banjščice plateau are the most north-western spur of the 

grand Dinar mountains. The mountainous area of the Trnovo Forest is karst-like, with no running 

superficial water, full of closed hollows, hills of different height and mountains, caves, abysses, shafts 

and minute karstic forms: scallops, grooves, rockholes, etc. Among the most impressive karstic 

phenomena are the caves with permanent ice and snow. The Paradana Cave, which is 385 m deep and 

1550 m long, is one of the most renowned examples. The ice from this cave was exported even to 

Egypt. The Trnovo Forest is mainly overgrown with beech and fir trees (Abieti-fagetum dinaricum). 

The highest point is Mt. Mali Golak (1495 m a.s.l.). The Trnovo Forest has two natural reserves: 

Paradana with the natural monument of the Big Ice Cave and Mt. Golaki with the pine tree vale 

Smrekova draga and the natural monument Smrečje. Admirers of the nature can indulge themselves 

in many other numerous curiosities and visit monuments of the natural heritage. The locals will be 

very willing to show them around. 

 

The Panovec Forest 

Nova Gorica is one of the rare cities in Slovenia which can boast of having such a large, preserved and 

interesting forest with numerous domestic and foreign tree species in the direct vicinity of the town. 

 

The Plateau Nanos 

Nanos is an independent mountain chain, which extends over 65 square kilometres and presents more 

than one half of the territory of the Vipava municipality. At 1313 metres Suhi vrh is its highest peak. 

 

The Sabotin Hill 

The Sabotin Hill (608m) lies at the junction of Pre-Alpine, Sub-Mediterranean areas and the Dinaric 

Alps. To the south it overlooks Nova Gorica, to the west it looks to the Brda region, to the east there 

is Sveta Gora and the Trnovo and Banjščice Plateau, and to the north there are the Julian Alps. Its 

flora encompasses both Central-European and South-Alpine species as well as Dinaric, sub-

Mediterranean and even Mediterranean species: quercus ilex belonging for example to the 

Mediterraneans species, primula auricula grows on the sunny side of the slopes as a representative of 

Alpine species 
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2.2.2. Cultural resources - brief description and listing of the most valuable 

cultural resources  

The Kostanjevica Monastery 

Between Nova Gorica (Slovenia) and Gorica (Italy) there is a 143 m hill on which stands the Church of 

the Annunciation Mary and Franciscan Monastery. The pilgrimage place is rich in history and treasures 

of the past. In the famous library of the Franciscan monastery - Škrabčeva knjižnica - several 

incunabula and one piece of the Bohorič Grammar Book can be seen. In the church crypt lie the mortal 

remains of some of the members of the royal French House of Bourbon, among them the last king of 

France and his son, the Duke of Angulem. In the former garden of the monastery, at the southern 

fasade of the Kostanjevica monastery, there is a collection of Bourbon roses. It is one of the biggest 

and most complete collections of Bourbon roses in the world.  

 

Trnovo – WWII Memorial and Sepulchre 

The memorial with sepulchre dedicated to 256 fallen partisans of the IX. Korpus in WWII is located on 

Mt. Kobilnik. The sepulchre was designed as a platform with view. The sandy path around the hill 

connects the sepulchre with the hillfoot where in the years 1981 - 1983 a Memorial amphitheatre was 

built. More than 2300 names of the fallen fighters and and victims of the War of Liberation are 

remembered here. 

 

The Roman Stronghold Ad Pirum 

The Roman Stronghold Ad Pirum is situated at the highest point of the Roman Road that led from 

Aquileia via the Hrušica plateau to Emona (Ljubljana). The Roman Road was built under the ruling of 

Emperor Augustus (27 BC – 14 AD), at the time, when the territory of present Slovenia was comprised 

in the Roman Empire. 

 

Tower in Gonjače 

When the weather is fine, the best way to start exploring Brda is from here. From the view tower, the 

entire Brda area can be admired as well as Julian and Carnic Alps, the Dolomites, the Friuli plain and 

hills, the Gulf of Trieste, the Karst plateau, the Vipava valley and the Trnovski gozd plateau. 

 

The Baumkircher's turn 

In Vipava Herlih Kranseperger built a towery castle in the direct vicinity of a stone bridge over the 

river Vipava and patriarch's lower castle in 1342. In 1386 Herman I. of Celje bought it from Knight 

Haertl. 
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Sv. Pavel above Vrtovin 

Sv. Pavel above the village of Vrtovin is well-known for its tallest preserved tower from the Roman 

times in Slovenia and is situated over a water spring in a cliff on the southern slope of the Školje 

Plateau. 

 

The Castrum Fortress 

Among all the towns of Slovenia, which used to be home to the Romans, Ajdovščina has managed to 

preserve an almost intact Roman fortress with fourteen towers. Around 270, the Romans started 

building a fortified military camp, which was a part of the defence system at the eastern boundaries 

of the Empire 

 

The Manor house Zemono 

In the northwest of Vipava, the village Zemono is located. Above it, on a 139 metre high rising, the 

Manor house Zemono (Belvedere) is located. The building, which is set among vineyards, can be seen 

for miles around. It was built by Vipava lord Francesko Antonio Lanthieri in 1683. The year 1683 is 

carved into arcaded hall. Francesko was a great lover of art (a bit before Belvedere, he built a manor 

house in Vipava) and an even greater entrepreneur (among other things, he founded a paper factory 

and a spinning-mill in 1651, in Ajdovščina). A counts’ wine cellar first stood on the hill Belvedere. 

When a new building was added, they started using it as a summer and hunting mansion and Vipava’s 

manor house 

 

The stone railed bridge in Solkan 

The stone railroad bridge in Solkan was erected by leading Austrian engineers in 1906. With an arch 

spanning of 85 metres, it was the second longest stone bridge in the world. The present bridge was 

built in 1927 by Italian master stonemasons. It is an almost exact duplicate of its predecessor, 

destroyed in World War I. In the background one can see a concrete bridge on the "Osimo road", build 

in 1985 to connect Nova Gorica and the Brda hills. 

 

Sveta Gora - Holy Mountain 

Sveta Gora is an important sacred place with a rich pilgrimage tradition. It is situated at the junction 

of the Vipava and Soča Valley at the transition of the Gorica Plain into the Friuli Plain. With its height 

of 682m above the sea level it offers a magnificent view of the Julian Alps, the Trnovo Forest, the 

Karst up to the sea, and to Brda and the Friuli Plain, the Carnic Alps and the Dolomites to the west. 

 

Kolovrat, Outdoor museum of the First World War * (Note: area is out of the project area for 

ADRION 5 SENSES project) 
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The ridge of Kolovrat is a transitory area between the Upper Soča Region in Slovenia and the Veneto 

Region in Italy. The outdoor museum is located on the Kolovrat ridge with exceptionally favourable 

position 

for good panoramic views. 

 

Kromberk Castle (Grad Kromberk) 

On a hill with a view on the edge of Nova Gorica stands a renovated Renaissance fortress. The small, 

two-storey Renaissance castle was built before the end of the 16th century on the site of the older 

castle of Henrick Dornberg from the 13th century. 

 

The Dobrovo Castle 

This fortified two-storey Renaissance castle from the beginning of the 17th century stands on a ridge 

with a view in the upper part of the village of Dobrovo. It was built on the location of an older castle. 

The estate was owned by the Colloredo, Catterini-Erzberg and de Baguer families. 

 

Coronini Manor House 

Vogrsko Manor Hause 

Village of Goče 

Village Vipavski Križ 

Village Šmartno in Goriška brda 

2.3. VISITORS’ ANALYSIS  
 

2.3.1. Brief analysis of the tourism in the region – key characteristics 

 

Type of Tourism is conditioned by Natural and Cultural heritage. Such us fascinating environment with 

mountains and rivers, sacral buildings, remainders of the First world war and Rapal border, wine 

regions, etc. The main reasons for visiting Upper Posočje * are sport and outdoor activities, in Idrijsko 

- Cerkljansko skiing * in Nova Gorica gambling and in Vipava Valley and Goriška Brda Gournment and 

Wine tasting with outdoor activities. 

 

The structure of the visitors is different in sub regions.  

- Upper Posočje *: Slovenians (32,7 %), Germans (22 %), Austrians (7,7 %) and Italians (6,2 %); 

- Idrijsko-Cerkljansko *: Slovenians (54,7 %), Croatians (10,3 %), Hungarians (8,4 %) and Nederland (5 

%); 

- Upper Vipavska valley: Slovenian (40,7 %), Italian (18,7 %), German (6,3 %) and Austrian (4,9 %); 

- Nova Gorica: Italian (63,9 %), Slovenian (11,1 %), German (3 %) and Austrian (2,9 %). 
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Note: sub-regions markes with * are not part of the ADRION 5 SENSES project 
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2.3.2. Analysis of accommodation capacities 

 

 

The structure of the beds (2013) is as follows: 

• 29 % Camps; 

• 28 % Different accommodation facilities (mountain resorts, hostels,…)  

• 27 % Hotels 

• 16 % Private rooms 

 

Available data shows following number of accommodation in the region: 

            

  2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

Hotel 1849 3080 3140 3168 3278 

Pension 90         

Other 

(hostel, 

camping 

etc.) 

4040 

2705 2775 3910 3845 

Private 325 3634 4024 5023 5055 

TOTAL 6304 9419 9939 12101 12178 
 

 

2.3.3. Analysis of arrivals and overnight stays 

 

 

Data from 2013, shows the structure of origin of foreign guests in the region as follows:  

- Italy (39,90 %),  

- Germany (14,02 %),  

- Austria (7,00 %),  

- Czech (5,78 %),  

- Nederland (3,53 %),  

- Croatia (3,19 %),  

- Hungary (2,65 %),  

- France (2,81 %),  

- UK – Great Britain (2,29 %). 
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Statistics shows increase of 31.4%  on domestic market and 37,1% on forign markets (data 

2007/2013). 
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2.3.4. Analysis of overnights and income 

 

 

Available data shows following number of guest nights: 

            

  2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

Domestic 

v. 

115247 170282 172388 158350 174277 

Foreign 

v. 

314600 406399 381729 383682 432271 

TOTAL 429.847 576.681 554.117 542.032 606.548 

            

Average residence day available data are following: 

 

  2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

Residence t. 2,32 2,43 2,35 2,33 2,37 
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2.4 ANALYSIS OF SERVICES AND ATTRACTIONS RELATED TO CULTURAL AND 
NATURAL RESOURCES  
 

2.4.1. Brief analysis of key characteristics and challenges related to key services 

and main attractions  

 

Below are info on cultural institutions, which are part of key services and main attractions related 

to cultural heritage (CH) and natural heritage (NH) resources: 

                    

    On the CH site: Near by the CH/NC site *: 

Museums: Krobmerk castle, Dobrovo Castle, Vila 

Bartolomei, Museum in Ajdovščina, 

Blacksmits museum, Hunters museum 

Kobarid Museum, Kolovrat open 

museum, Heritage of Mercury - Idrija, 

Gorizia castle, Attems Petzenstein - 

Gorizia museum,   

Visitor centres: TIC Brda, TIC Kanal, TIC Nova Gorica, 

TIC Ajdovščina, TIC Vipava 

TIC Tolmin, TIC Idrija, TIC Bovec, TIC 

Kobarid, TIC Cerkno 

  

Galleries: City Gallery, Gallery of Riko Debenjak, 

Artes Galery, Frnaža, Pilon Gallery,  

Galeria Dora Bassi  -  Gorizia 

  

Theaters, concert 

halls: 

Primorska teater in Nova Gorica, Nova 

gorica  

Nacional Slovene theater in Trieste, 

Teather Verdi in Gorizia, 

  

Others: Etno houses (Ajdovščina, Brda, 

Kanal,…) 

  

  

Note: services marked with * are not part of the ADRION 5 SENSES project 
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2.4.2. Relevant products and services related to cultural and natural resources  

 

Product type Rank 

Active and sport tourism 4 

Business tourism 3 

Cultural tourism 4 

Eco- or green tourism 3 

Health tourism 4 

Rural tourism 3 

Water tourism 4 

Wine and gastronomy 4 

1- Not significant 
       5- Most significant 
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2.4.3. Relevant attractions 

 

Following events and cultural attractions are important for the development of the project aims. They 

provide unique experience and taste of the local tradition, culture, story, living culture of the area and all 

what is important for a good tourism product, means to deploy all five senses of the visitors: 

                    

  On the CH site: Near by the CH/NC site *: 

Festivals: Vipavska Trgatev, The celebration of the 

cherries, Festival of roses, Vine Festival, 

mortadeljada, open wine cellars day, The 

polenta festival, Mohorjevo, The hay 

harvest festival, The peach festival, 

Chestnut festival, Martinovo festival, 

Pixelpoint, The municipial fest days, 

B'ndimska kvatrnica 

Festival of Idrija Lace, Carneval without 

border -Gorizia, FAI Marathon -  Gorizia, 

Border flavours 

  

Concerts: Tabor Musical evenings, Once upon a time 

there was a song, Rock Batuje, Many 

concerts on different places in the area 

Regular (weekly/monthly concerts in 

Gorizia -  Italy) 

  

Fairs: International exibition of Christmas crib on 

Sveta Gora, Kriški fair day, Forester fair, Art 

market, Farmer market 

Expomego - Gorizia, St. Anrew Fair,  

Chrismas Fair (Main towns in suroundings) 

  

Programs for 

children: 

Several events (Nova Gorica Theater for 

children, New year events for children, 

other events,…)  

Creativ lab for children (Gocce Colorate) -  

Gorizia italy,  1000  children in GYM - 

Gorizia Italy 

  

Others: The Soča rowing regata,  May run, Rally of 

oldtimers in Vipava, Several Marches and 

other recreational  events 

Triatlon in Gorizia Italy, Piancavallo 

transborder champinship in ski, Gorizia 

marathon 
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2.5 ANALYSIS OF MARKET AND COMPETITION 
 

2.5.1. Structure and types of visitors in the region  

 

Data from 2013, shows the structure of origin of foreign guests in the region as follows:  

 

- Italy (39,90 %),  

- Germany (14,02 %),  

- Austria (7,00 %),  

- Czech (5,78 %),  

- Nederland (3,53 %),  

- Croatia (3,19 %),  

- Hungary (2,65 %),  

- France (2,81 %),  

- UK – Great Britain (2,29 %). 

 

Both domestic and foreign markets should be addressed carefully and with full responsibility in order 

to keep them satisfied and willing to pay return visits to the region. 

The structure of the visitors is different in sub regions, as follows: 

 

- Upper Posočje *: Slovenians (32,7 %), Germans (22 %), Austrians (7,7 %) and Italians (6,2 %); 

- Idrijsko-Cerkljansko *: Slovenians (54,7 %), Croatians (10,3 %), Hungarians (8,4 %) and Nederland (5 %); 

- Upper Vipavska valley: Slovenian (40,7 %), Italian (18,7 %), German (6,3 %) and Austrian (4,9 %); 

- Nova Gorica: Italian (63,9 %), Slovenian (11,1 %), German (3 %) and Austrian (2,9 %). 

 

Note: sub-regions markes with * are not part of the ADRION 5 SENSES project 

 

Analysis of the market motivation and potential demograpfic visitors groups shows following: 

                

FACTOR 1: 

MOTIVATION 

Religion 

Cultural events 

Sightseeing 

Active tourism 

Business 

Other:   

                

FACTOR 2: 

DEMOGRAPHIC GROUPS 

Young groups 

Young couples without children 
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Families 

Adults without children (silver age group) 

Senior groups 

Other:   

 

 

SEGMENTATION  
 

MOTIVATION 

Religio
n 

Cultura
l 

events 

Sight-
seeing 

Active 
touris

m 

Busines
s 

Other 

D
EM

O
G

R
A

P
H

IC
 D

IS
TR

IB
U

TI
O

N
 

Young 
groups 

4 3 2 1 5   

Young 
couple

s 
witho

ut 
childre

n 

5 3 2 1 5   

Famili
es 

5 3 2 1 5   

Adults 
witho

ut 
childre

n 

4 1 1 2 4 1 

Senior 
groups 

3 2 1 3 5   

Other             

 1 – not significant 
5- most significant                 
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 2.5.2. Analysis of the selective types of tourism relevant for the region  

 

The target groups of the Goriška region are following: 

• People with the 50 and more from urban areas 

• Visitors  who search outdoor activities 

• Visitors who search the traditional food and drink  

• Families with children 

        

Product type Rank 

Active and sport tourism 4 

Business tourism 3 

Cultural tourism 4 

Eco- or green tourism 3 

Health tourism 4 

Rural tourism 3 

Water tourism 4 

Wine and gastronomy 4 

1- Not significant 

       5-   Most significant 
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2.5.3. Competition analysis  

 

From the point of competition it could be stressed that neighbouring & bordering areas to Goriška 

region are Friuli Venezia Giuglia on the west and the central Slovenia region on the east. On the south 

there is Coastal -  Karst region and on the north Gorenjska region.  Gorenjska region in known on ski 

tourism at the most, so there is not an immediate competition as Goriška region has not developed its 

tourism profile on this product apart from Bovec/Kanin, which is out of the ADRION 5 SENSES project 

area anyway. Competition with other two regions are potentially on the products like eno-gastronomy, 

sport and active holidays, pillgrimage, gambling and above all tourism based on cultural, natural and 

technical heritage as well as history. 

 

 

 

 

 

2.6 RELEVANT STRATEGIES AND POLICIES RELATED TO THE PROTECTION, 
VALORISATION, INTERPRETATION, PROMOTION AND MANAGEMENT OF 
NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES 
 

2.6.1. Strategies and policies  

 

In 2013 was prepared amended Regional strategy of tourism development Smaragdna pot. This 

amended strategy proposed development of the Regional destination management organization as well 

as their main marketing initiatives and ways. The main strategic goals are following: 

 

-suggested regional organization of the management in the region 

-more funding toward tourism development and its marketing 

-co-operation and integration of tourism product in integral offer 

 This was the most relevant strategy beside the Regional Development plan 2013 – 2020 in which 

tourism is defined as one of the first priorities for the development of the economy in the Goriška 

region. Strategic goals in these documents are in the same direction as presented in this analyses and 

as to the ADRION 5 SENSES project. 
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2.6.2. Possible sources of funding  

  

EU funds, CLLD funds, public&private funds 

 

 

2.7. GLOBAL TRENDS  
 

 

The impact of terror attacks on the travel industry was a much-discussed topic at the Pisa forum. 

World Travel Monitor® data showed that the real risk to travellers from terror attacks is much lower 

than, for example, health problems or crime. However, many people (45%) now have serious safety 

and security concerns, especially about certain countries, and about two thirds of them plan to only 

travel to international destinations they perceive as being safe. Speakers highlighted the possible 

methods that affected destinations can use to improve their tourism image as well as the positive 

mutual benefits of tourism and peace.  

The rise and rise of so-called ‘sharing’ accommodation providers such as Airbnb came under the 

spotlight as well. They still have a relatively low market share according to World Travel Monitor® 

figures. An expert analysis showed that fast-expanding Airbnb is primarily a commercial business rather 

than a ‘sharing platform’ and mostly diverts rental accommodation from residents to tourists while 

generating additional visitor volumes for destinations.  

 

‘Millennials’ are a large market segment who apparently have special characteristics such as the desire 

for authentic cultural experiences and who use technology intensively. Yet, according to World Travel 

Monitor® data, they actually display quite similar travel patterns as older travellers. Technology giant 

Google explained how it is rolling out a whole portfolio of travel products and services to “help 

travellers to dream, plan, book and experience”. 
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